The infrared absorption spectra of matrix-isolated zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) and free-base phthalocyanine (H 2 Pc) have been recorded in the region from 400 to 4000 cm À1 in solid N 2 , Ar, With the exception of the N-H stretches, the recorded H/D isotope shifts in all the N-H vibrations are complex, with the IP bending modes exhibiting small n H /n D ratios (the largest value is 1.089) while one of the observed OP modes has a ratio o 1. DFT results reveal that the small ratios arise in particular from strong coupling of the N-H IP bending modes with IP stretching modes of C-N bonds. The unexpected finding of a n H /n D ratio smaller than one was analysed theoretically by examining the evolution of the frequencies of the free base by increasing the mass from H to D in a continuous manner. A consequence of this frequency increase in the heavier isotopomer is that the direction of the N-D OP bend is reversed from the N-H OP bend.
I. Introduction
Phthalocyanines (Pcs) are synthetic analogues of porphyrins in which nitrogen atoms in the aromatic polyene ring connect the four pyrrole groups instead of carbon. With an aryl group attached to each pyrrole the building block of the Pcs is, as shown in Fig. 1 , the isoindole group. These very stable molecules are mostly used as dyes, 1 but have found several other applications as photoconductors, 2 as nonlinear optical materials 3 and as photosensitisers in laser cancer therapy. 4 Recently, with the use of only moderately intense laser excitation we observed amplified emission (AE) of zinc (ZnPc) and freebase phthalocyanine (H 2 Pc) isolated in rare gas and nitrogen matrices. 5 Because this effect was observed in thin samples (o100 mm) without the use of feedback optics, the Pcs are revealed as systems with extremely high optical gain. The mode exhibiting AE is a fluorescence transition from the vibrationless level of the first excited electronic state S 1 to a specific vibrationally excited level of the ground S 0 state. One purpose of the present work is to provide correct assignments for the ground state vibrational modes of H 2 Pc and ZnPc. Indeed a complete vibrational analysis, involving comparison with narrow line experimental data, has not yet been made for these important molecules. In the present contribution we use matrix-IR absorption spectroscopy, isotope substitution, Fig. 1 The structures of free-base and zinc phthalocyanine determined by large basis [311++G(2d,2p)] set DFT geometry optimisation using the B3LYP functional. Both structures were found to be planar yielding molecular structures with D 2h and D 4h symmetries for H 2 Pc and ZnPc respectively. The atom labelling used in these calculations is indicated while the geometric values determined are provided in Table  S1 of the ESI.w Raman spectroscopy and high-level DFT calculations to conduct a vibrational analysis of zinc and free-base phthalocyanine.
An important aspect of the visible spectroscopy of H 2 Pc which has not yet been resolved is the location of the origin of the S 2 (Q Y ) state. In the gas phase the vibronic structure present in the excitation spectra is so complex in the onset region of the Q Y state that the band origin of this state has not been identified. 6, 7 Extreme spectral congestion arises in the region where the v = 0 level of the Q Y state overlaps the vibrationally excited levels of the Q X (S 1 ) state rendering visual identification of the origin impossible. Due to the similar energy splitting between the Q X and Q Y states in matrix spectra and the assumed transition energy of the N-H in-plane bending vibration, this mode is considered to be important in the coupling between the two electronic states. 8 Since the vibrational modes in the ground S 0 state and the first excited Q (S 1 ) state are very similar, 9, 10 vibrational assignments in the ground state are essential for analysing the complex vibronic structure in the electronic excitation spectra. As a precursor to an analysis of the excitation and emission spectra, which will be presented in a forthcoming article, 10 an analysis of the fundamental vibrational modes is required and undertaken herein.
While several infrared studies have been presented for H 2 Pc 11, 12 and ZnPc 13 in KBr discs and in Nujol, no reports currently exist for the low temperature IR spectra of these molecules. Despite the numerous infrared studies of H 2 Pc which have been published, the assignments of several vibrational modes remain uncertain, especially in the case of the N-H In-Plane Bending (NH-IPB) mode. This vibrational mode has been assigned to bands at 1006 cm À1 and 1539 cm À1 in experimental work. 11, 12 Theoretical calculations of the infrared and Raman active vibrations for H 2 Pc 14 and ZnPc 15 have also been published. The most detailed vibrational analysis to-date of H 2 Pc has been done by Zhang et al., 14 who conducted a DFT calculation utilising the B3LYP functional and a 6-31G* basis set. Investigation of the infrared spectra of H 2 Pc and its isotopomers using the matrix-isolation technique should allow conclusive identification of the NH-IPB mode. The IR spectra obtained under these conditions are those of isolated molecules and are largely free of bands arising from interactions present in phthalocyanine aggregates. Moreover, because of the low temperatures used, thermal population of the lowest frequency modes of the Pcs, which are known to exist, is almost completely eliminated. An illustration of the improvement in the data obtained from matrix samples is provided by the comparison shown in Fig. 2 for spectra recorded for H 2 Pc in solid Ar at 14 K and in KBr discs at room temperature. It is immediately evident in this figure that the matrix bands are narrower and much better resolved than those present in the KBr spectra. A similar comparison of the ZnPc spectra is presented in Fig. S1 of the ESI.w
In the present paper we describe, for the first time, a study of the matrix infrared absorption spectra of H 2 Pc and its isotopomers HDPc and D 2 Pc isolated in rare gas and inert molecular solids. ZnPc, which does not contain the central N-H bonds of interest, was also studied under the same conditions for the purposes of comparison. In addition, Raman spectra of ZnPc, H 2 Pc and D 2 Pc were recorded in KBr discs. Large basis set DFT calculations were performed on the four aforementioned molecules in order to assign the observed vibrational modes. These calculations are essential for assignments of the vibrational modes present in both Raman scattering and visible fluorescence spectra recorded previously by our group 5 with Q-band excitation of matrixisolated Pcs.
After presenting an outline in Part II of the experimental and computational methods employed, a brief overview of the results obtained is provided in Part III. Part IV is devoted to a discussion of both the experimental and computational data obtained for ZnPc and H 2 Pc and the isotopomers HDPc and D 2 Pc. This section is divided into three parts, dealing with (A) IR spectra, (B) Raman spectra and (C) specific isotopic effects. The main conclusions are summarized in Part V.
II. Methods

A Experimental
ZnPc and H 2 Pc were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Fluka, respectively, and used without further purification. Matrix samples were prepared by heating the phthalocyanines to around 350 1C and using the flowing host gas to entrain the Pc vapour for deposition on a KBr window at cryogenic temperatures. The cryogenic set-up has been described previously. 16 The oven 5 used consisted of a solid stainless steel cylinder in which a hollow screw, containing either ZnPc or H 2 Pc, was fitted. The top of this screw was positioned to emerge at right angles to a 2 mm opening passing the length of the cylinder. This opening was connected by a Swagelok compression seal to a 1 4 0 0 gas inlet line. Resistive heating of the cylinder was used to reach vaporisation temperatures. Large gas flows (40 mmol h À1 ) were required to achieve isolation of the Pc as a monomer.
Infrared absorption spectra in solid N 2 , Ar, Kr and Xe were recorded on a Bruker IFS/66s spectrometer in the Low Temperature Spectroscopy (LTS) group at NUI-Maynooth This journal is c the Owner Societies 2010 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2010, 12, 10406-10422 | 10407 at a resolution of 0.5 cm À1 . Two IR detectors were used to record spectra, namely a liquid-N 2 cooled MCT was used in the region down to 800 cm À1 while a room temperature DTGS was used for the lower frequency range down to 400 cm
À1
. The spectrometer was purged with dry air in order to reduce contributions from water vapour lines in the spectral regions of interest. The samples were deposited on a KBr window at 20-25 K for Ar and N 2 matrices. Slightly higher temperatures of 25-27 K were used in the heavy rare gas matrices Kr and Xe, in order to avoid the formation of highly scattering samples. All spectra were recorded at 13 K. The spectra of ZnPc and H 2 Pc were not sensitive to the temperature at which they were recorded and moderate annealing to 25, 25, 30 and 35 K in N 2 , Ar, Kr or Xe matrices, respectively, had no effect on the line shapes and positions. The duration of a typical deposition was 1 h. These long deposition times were required to achieve acceptable absorption strengths and are at least twice as long as used for the samples used in visible spectroscopic studies.
Raman spectroscopy of ZnPc and H 2 Pc in KBr discs was performed using a LabRAM HR confocal Raman microscope (HORIBA Scientific). Excitation was from a narrowband (o1 MHz) diode-pumped, solid state 532 nm Nd:YAG laser, whose power was typically adjusted to 8 mW at the sample. The Pcs exhibit an absorption dip at this excitation wavelength so the resulting Raman scatter is largely free of fluorescence and resonance Raman contributions. In addition self-absorption of the weaker, low-frequency Raman modes is minimised with the use of the 532 nm laser. Spectra were also recorded with 633 nm excitation but, because of the strong fluorescence background, are not presented herein. A Peltier (À70 1C) cooled 1024 Â 256 pixel CCD detector, with an open electrode format, was used for detection. Using a visible-optimised 600 gr mm À1 diffraction grating, the 800 mm focal length spectrometer provides a spectral resolution of 3 cm À1 .
Backscattered light was collected through the microscope optics, using a Leica (Â50) long-working-distance objective (NA = 0.55). Several point measurements were made on each KBr disc to ensure sample homogeneity. Deuterated free-base phthalocyanine (D 2 Pc) was prepared using a procedure similar to that described by Fitch et al., 17 where the two inner hydrogen atoms were exchanged with a deuterated acid. In the following procedures, one D 2 Pc sample was prepared using deuterated trichloroacetic acid (TCA-d 1 ) and another sample with deuterated trifluoroacetic acid (TFA-d 1 ). TCA-d 1 was prepared by adding 12 ml of D 2 O (Apollo Scientific, 99.9% D-atom purity) to 48.6 g trichloroacetic acid (Sigma Aldrich). The solution was heated to approximately 70 1C and the water was removed by vacuum distillation. The process was repeated 5 times to maximise deuteration. Deuterated phthalocyanine was prepared by adding 0.5 g of normal free-base phthalocyanine to the deuterated TCA prepared above. 
B Computational
All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 quantum chemistry package 18 using Density Functional Theory (DFT). The B3LYP [19] [20] [21] functional was used with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set by Pople et al. 22 for both geometry optimisation and harmonic frequency calculation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest basis set used to date on the H 2 Pc and ZnPc systems. The calculations were run at NUI-Maynooth on a Linux workstation with two AMD ''Barcelona'' 64-bit quad-core processors running at 2.0 GHz. To allow comparison with experimental bands, we choose to apply a uniform scaling factor 23 in the spectral region below 2000 cm
À1
. Accordingly, all the computed frequencies in this range are uniformly multiplied by 0.98, which was found to give the best agreement when compared with the experimental results. The scaling factors used for the higher frequency CH and NH stretching vibrations are 0.96 and 0.931 respectively.
The Gaussian 03 computed scattering activity, S i (Å 4 amu À1 ) of a normal mode i, has been transformed into Raman intensity, I i (m 2 sr
), for comparison with recorded Raman data. This is achieved with the expression,
presented by Michalska and Wysokinski. 24 In eqn (1) n 0 is the energy of the incident 532 nm laser light (18 797 cm À1 ) and n i is that of a normal mode i. The C term is a constant made up of a geometry factor and the physical constants h, k and c Planck's, Boltzmann's constants and the speed of light respectively. B i is the Boltzmann distribution of population amongst the normal modes and its dependence on temperature T is given by
This term may be ignored for experiments conducted at very low temperatures or for modes with frequencies above B500 cm
when its value approaches 1. However, as the Raman spectra presented herein were recorded at room temperature and the Pcs have several modes below 300 cm
, inclusion of the B i correction has a significant effect on the intensities of the lower frequency modes in the computed spectra.
III. Results
A Experimental 1 ZnPc. An infrared absorption spectrum recorded for ZnPc isolated in a N 2 matrix is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3 Fig. 3 , but the bands shift slightly to lower energies. The observed vibrational bands are in good agreement with the KBr disc IR spectrum published by Tackley et al., 13 although as shown in Fig. S1 (ESIw), the bands in cryogenic matrices are much narrower and better resolved. The frequencies of the observed fundamental modes in all matrices studied are given in Table 1 along with KBr data recorded in the present work. Very small shifts of vibrational frequencies are noticeable from one host gas to another but these are all shifted to the blue of the KBr bands. In cryogenic matrices, the bands are quite narrow, except in the CH stretch region. The structure in this region may be due to site effects, since the C-H bonds of the aryl group are located on the outer part of the molecule. As a result, these stretching modes are very sensitive to the trapping environment as revealed by the pronounced (420 cm , the Raman spectrum exhibits several bands, consisting mostly of overtones or combination bands, so that, the C-H stretching modes are difficult to identify clearly. On the other hand, our results reveal only four very low frequency (below 400 cm À1 ) modes. The frequencies of the recorded Raman bands are collected in Table 2 .
2 H 2 Pc. The IR spectrum of H 2 Pc in N 2 is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 . The main difference with the spectrum of ZnPc is the appearance of two new intense bands-a triplet centred around 1000 cm À1 and a sharp singlet at 3311.5 cm
À1
. These bands have been attributed in the infra-red spectra of KBr discs 12 to the N-H deformation and N-H stretching modes respectively. The latter assignment is entirely appropriate, the former will be examined in detail in the present paper. Spectra recorded in other matrices (Ar, Kr and Xe) are similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 for N 2 but are also shifted to lower energies. As in the case of ZnPc, all the bands are narrow, except those corresponding to CH stretching modes between 3000 and 3100 cm
. The frequencies of the observed modes of H 2 Pc in all matrices studied are collected in Table 3 . Spectral shifts from one matrix host to another are very small, but as previously found with ZnPc, the shifts are larger between KBr and the inert gas hosts. The most pronounced KBr-matrix shift is found for the N-H stretching mode. The IR signatures of ZnPc and H 2 Pc can be compared in Fig. 3 , illustrating the differences between the entries in Tables 1 and 3 for these molecules.
The infrared absorption spectrum of H 2 Pc in KBr discs has been published previously by Shurvell and Pinzuti. 11 As found in ZnPc, the H 2 Pc bands in KBr are red-shifted and broadened compared to the matrix bands because of the interaction between dopand molecules in KBr. This effect is clearly evident in Fig. 2 which presents a comparison of the spectra recorded in solid Ar and in KBr. However, in contrast to the ZnPc system (Fig. S1, ESIw) , several significant differences exist between the KBr and matrix spectra of H 2 Pc. The most significant differences are evident in the 740 and 1000 cm Fig. 4 while the corresponding vibrational frequencies are reported in Table 2 . The similarities between H 2 Pc and ZnPc Raman spectra are striking, and much more extensive than between the corresponding IR spectra shown in Fig. 3 . This behaviour would immediately suggest that the N-H modes of free-base phthalocyanine are only weakly Raman active. respectively. The overlap between the bands of the three isotopomers in the 400 to 1600 cm À1 region does not allow us to use the raw mixture spectra to identify the lower frequency modes for each species. This problem can be resolved if ''difference'' spectra are used instead. The signal-to-noise ratio of these spectra is lower than in the original mixture spectra and as a result, this method can only be used to analyse the most intense IR bands. Pc. This proposal will be examined further in Table 2 Vibrational frequencies (in cm À1 ) measured in KBr pellets for the Raman active modes of D 2 Pc, H 2 Pc and ZnPc. The DFT results are provided both unscaled and scaled by a factor of 0.98. Symmetry assignments for the molecular vibrations were obtained from the DFT results. The strongest bands observed in the recorded spectra are shown in bold; relative intensities in brackets conjunction with the discussion of the DFT predictions of isotopic shifts. The left panel of Fig. 7 shows the spectral range from 900 to 1150 cm À1 in solid Ar in which it is immediately evident that this region is dominated by the strong 1000 cm À1 band.
However, a pronounced shift is not exhibited upon isotopic substitution by the most intense band located at 991.5 cm
. Concentration studies reveal that the 1000 cm À1 band changes extensively on the high energy side indicating that the blue region is where aggregates of the Pcs absorb. Thus in the D 2 Pc spectrum presented on the top in Fig. 7 , the most intense feature is shifted towards the blue but this effect is arising as a result of an increased amount of aggregates and is not an isotope effect. As indicated by the asterisks in Fig. 7 ) observed for H 2 Pc trapped in different solids. The DFT results shown have been scaled with the same factors as used in Table 1 . The symmetry labels given for the vibrations utilise the D 2h point group, with the z-axis perpendicular to the molecular plane. Some of the weakest unassigned bands may arise from site splitting or H 2 Pc aggregates. Asterisks and ''sh'' have the same meaning as in Table 4 . No significant differences in the frequency shifts are detected in other matrices. In order to further investigate the observed isotope shifts and thereby obtain mode assignments of the IR absorption bands, theoretical predictions are required. More detailed comments on these experimental results will be presented in the Discussion.
Raman data for the deuterated species have been recorded in KBr pellets, with a D 2 Pc sample containing some residual hydrogenated isotopomers. The corresponding spectrum is presented in Fig. 8 . The band around 1400 cm À1 seems to shift with the sample preparation and is assigned to clusters or complexes. In contrast to the IR spectra, this is the only evidence we have identified in the Raman spectra for the presence of an aggregate band in KBr.
As in the case of IR data, the isotope shifts in the Raman data will be discussed in the light of theoretical predictions obtained using DFT calculations.
B DFT calculations data
We used Density Functional Theory to generate force fields from the optimised molecular geometries of ZnPc and H 2 Pc. Computed vibrational frequencies of ZnPc and the isotopomers H 2 Pc, HDPc and D 2 Pc were then analysed and compared with the recorded spectra to examine, in particular, the N-H vibrational modes. 1 Optimised geometries. The geometries of ZnPc and H 2 Pc were optimised in the D 4h and D 2h symmetries, respectively, and the fact that no negative frequencies were observed indicates that planar structures are predicted for the phthalocyanines with the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set used. This result is in contrast to previous DFT calculations 13 for ZnPc, in which a ''domed'' C 4v structure was found employing a smaller 6-31G(d,p) basis set. Full geometric details of the optimised structures of ZnPc and H 2 Pc resulting from use of the B3LYP functional are presented as Table S1 in the ESI.w The atom labelling systems used for ZnPc and H 2 Pc are those provided in Fig. 1 . It is noteworthy that at this level of theory, the bond lengths in particular match the crystal data 25 2 Vibrational modes. ZnPc with 57 atoms has 165 fundamental vibrational modes, which can be categorised as A 1u (6), A 2u (8) , B 1u (7), B 2u (7), E u (28), A 1g (14) , A 2g (13), B 1g (14) , B 2g (14) and E g (13) Table S2 for the infrared-active modes and in Table S3 for the Raman-active modes. The 13 optically inactive modes (data not provided) are found to be exactly similar in H 2 Pc and D 2 Pc, with only very small shifts in frequencies between free-base and zinc phthalocyanine. An effort was made in these tables to arrange the corresponding modes of the three species on the same lines. This mode association has been achieved with the assistance of the animated pictures generated by Gaussian 03 for the normal modes. All u modes have g counterparts in the same range of frequencies-these modes correspond to the same bond motions but with different symmetries. For instance DFT results indicate that the intense IR modes in the 1100 to 1200 cm À1 range arise from the IP bending modes of the aryl ring-C-H bonds. This finding is supported by the pronounced isotope shifts observed by Gladkov et al. 29 in the Raman spectra of ZnPc-d 16 Table 5 presents a summary of the computed frequency modes involving a n H /n D ratio significantly different from unity. this motion is strongly coupled with the ring breathing modes. Fig. 9 illustrates the extent of the coupling between IP bending of the aryl C-H bonds and the N-H bending motions, whereas the N-H IP stretching modes exhibit pure motions. 
IV. Discussion
A IR absorption
The computed IR absorption spectrum of ZnPc is compared scaled by a factor of 0.98 in the upper panel of Fig. 10 with that recorded in a N 2 matrix where the close agreement that exists, both in terms of the band positions and the band intensities, is quite evident. ) correspond to out-of-plane modes. Two of the three C-H stretching modes have much larger computed intensities than the other. According to this finding, the clearly observed doublet located at 3072.3 and 3093.5 cm
À1
in N 2 should be assigned to these two modes. The additional structures in the spectra shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3 are probably due to site effects in the matrix. A third weaker but clearly identifiable band at 3038.3 cm À1 is attributed to a strong combination band. The third (weakest) C-H stretching mode, which has not been resolved in the matrix spectra, is probably a shoulder on the red wing of the 3072.3 cm À1 band.
In the lower panel of Fig. 10 the matrix and computed IR spectra of H 2 Pc are compared. As found for ZnPc, excellent agreement exists below 1000 cm À1 but is not quite as good in the region above this. From a combination of the increased number of optically active modes in H 2 Pc and the removal of the degeneracy of the E modes of ZnPc, free-base phthalocyanine is expected to have a significantly richer vibrational spectroscopy than its metal-counterparts, and indeed, the IR H 2 Pc spectrum exhibits more resolved lines than ZnPc. Nevertheless, due to their similar geometries, a close correspondence exists between the modes of both molecules as illustrated in Fig. 10 , except around 1000 cm
. While the IR spectrum of ZnPc is dominated by three nearly equivalent strong bands between 1000 and 1200 cm À1 (1063.6, 1095.9 and 1117.8 cm À1 in N 2 ) only a single intense feature is present in the free-base spectrum slightly below 1000 cm À1 .
The strongest band in the calculated free-base spectrum is located at 1016 cm À1 (scaled) and from its dominant intensity, this mode must correspond to the most intense band observed at 995.0 (991.5) cm À1 in N 2 (Ar) spectra. The additional structure on the blue side of the recorded band is attributed to the presence of small amounts of aggregates present in the matrix samples. Correlations deduced from DFT calculations ( . The B 2u counterpart mode of the free base, located at 1047.1 cm À1 in N 2 , is a weak line which disappears upon deuteration. Of the IPB modes, this motion involves pronounced N-H bendingit occurs, see Fig. 9 , in combination with in-plane stretching of the C a -N-C a bonds in the two pyrrole rings that contain N-H bonds (calculated at 1068 cm À1 in Table 5 ).
The corresponding B 3u component (995 cm À1 in N 2 ) mode does not involve N-H motion, but is an in-plane stretch of the C a -N-C a bonds in the two pyrrole rings (see Fig. 1 ) that do not contain N-H bonds. This mode of the monomer is, as shown by the asterisks in Fig. 7 , only marginally shifted in HDPc and D 2 Pc, entirely consistent with DFT findings. A similar finding was made by Zhang et al., 14 based on a comparison between predicted MgPc and H 2 Pc spectra. The large shift of the strong mode not having N-H motion explains the long-standing conflicting behaviour that the new mode of H 2 Pc (which is not present in ZnPc) shows no dependence on H/D isotope substitution. The present DFT calculations, including the results obtained for the metallophthalocyanine ZnPc, strongly confirm the mode assignments and fully explain the unexpected isotope behaviour.
In the C-H stretching region, the recorded IR spectra of the free-base and ZnPc are very similar as shown in Fig. 3 . DFT calculations for H 2 Pc predict a splitting of the three bands occurring for ZnPc. This splitting, arising from the reduced symmetry in the free-base, is however not evident in the recorded matrix spectra. Details of NH deuteration effects on the IR spectra will be discussed in Part C.
B Raman scattering
The computed Raman spectra of ZnPc and H 2 Pc are compared with those recorded at room temperature in KBr discs in Fig. 11 , and all the computed peak positions are collected in Table 2 . It is evident from these comparisons that very good positional agreement exists in the case of both molecules. A noteworthy distinction between absorption and scattering spectroscopies of the phthalocyanines is that both in-plane and out-of-plane motions are IR-active while only the in-plane vibrations are readily observed in Raman spectra. The out-of-plane E g modes of ZnPc, which although allowed by group theory, are predicted to be extremely weak. In the computed Raman spectrum, the in-plane A 1g and B 1g modes carry most of the intensity while the B 2g modes are much weaker. Similarly, for H 2 Pc only two in-plane [A g and B 1g ] mode symmetries are found to exhibit significant Raman activities. As a result of this intensity behaviour, it is found that only a limited number of modes dominate the recorded Raman spectra of both molecules. The Raman modes fall mainly into two categories, those involving motion of the central ring and those of the aryl and pyrrole parts of the isoindole groups.
DFT predictions for the Raman intensity seem to be much less accurate than frequency predictions. For instance, assignment of the strong Raman band of ZnPc (H 2 Pc) at 1338.3 (1336.7) cm À1 is not straightforward. From DFT calculations, the most intense band in this range is predicted at 1296.5 (1300.5) cm À1 , whereas, from frequency positions, the experimental band could be assigned to either the 1336.5 (1333.7) or 1341.5 (1345.8) cm À1 predicted bands, or the sum of both. From the structure observed in the case of D 2 Pc in KBr, the last assignment is preferred as it is consistent with the observation, depicted in Fig. 8 , that the predicted spectral shift between these two modes is larger for D 2 Pc than for H 2 Pc. According to this attribution, the second most intense predicted Raman band of H 2 Pc at 1300.5 cm À1 (scaled) corresponds, as shown in Table 2 , to the observed shoulder at 1293.7 cm
À1
. This assignment is consistent with the isotopic shift observed in D 2 Pc where the shoulder is observed at 1290.8 cm À1 and the predicted value is at 1296.5 cm À1 (scaled).
A possible reason for the intensity discrepancies between the predicted and observed Raman spectra arises from small contributions from resonance effects. This was examined in the earlier work by Tackley et al., 15 who chose a range of laser excitation wavelengths from 457 to 1064 nm to record Raman spectra of ZnPc.
The main discrepancy between the experimental frequencies and their DFT predicted values concerns the positions of the two most intense Raman bands located at 1539.5 cm À1 (H 2 Pc) and 1506.8 cm À1 (ZnPc). For ZnPc the strongest band is predicted 19 cm À1 higher than the observed band while in H 2 Pc it is 12 cm À1 higher. The attributions given in Table 2 for the strongest predicted Raman lines in ZnPc and H 2 Pc spectra are unavoidable due to the clear dominance of these bands in both theory and experiment. Previous calculations by Liu et al. 30 for ZnPc and Strenalyuk et al. 27 for H 2 Pc found even larger discrepancies for these modes. It is worth mentioning that this small lack of agreement between theory and experiment on the most intense Raman mode has been found in the high level calculations 31 of all the Pcs (H 2 Pc, ZnPc, MgPc and AlPc) for which we have Raman data. We have nevertheless observed that increasing the size of the basis set leads to improved agreement for these B 1g /A g modes for both ZnPc and H 2 Pc. On the other hand, the existence of well-resolved bands at 3080 and 3012 cm À1 in the Raman spectra of H 2 Pc and ZnPc, respectively, can be readily attributed to first overtones of the strongest fundamental modes at 1539.5 and 1506.8 cm À1 . As the difference between the observed overtones and the values predicted by simply doubling the fundamental frequencies is so small (ca. 1 cm
) it can be concluded that the anharmonicities of these modes are small.
The most intense 1506.8 and 1539.5 cm À1 Raman modes of ZnPc and H 2 Pc, respectively, are of considerable significance since their frequencies shift with the metal centre and as a result, they have been proposed 15 as spectroscopic markers of the ring size in the Pcs. They are of particular interest to us, because these are the modes which exhibit amplified emission with pulsed laser excitation. 5 DFT calculations reveal that this mode involves the same motion in both ZnPc and H 2 Pc corresponding to the antisymmetric stretch of the four bridging C a -N m -C a bonds and symmetric stretching of the C a -N Zn(H) -C a bonds in the four pyrrole groups (see Fig. 1 ). From these descriptions, it is clear that this normal mode involves stretching of all 16 C-N bonds in the central ring of the tetrapyrrole.
The first overtones of the strong fundamentals in the 1300 to 1550 cm À1 range make it difficult to locate the positions of the weak symmetric fundamental C-H stretching modes of both ZnPc and H 2 Pc in the experimental spectra. Symmetric and antisymmetric C-H stretching modes are predicted with very similar frequencies. By eliminating easily identifiable overtone bands and with the help of DFT calculations, the strongest Raman active C-H mode of ZnPc can be identified at 3086.9 cm À1 . The corresponding band of H 2 Pc has not been identified as it is overlapped by a stronger (factor of 20) overtone band at 3080 cm À1 as shown in the panel on the right in Fig. 4 . Table 5 summarizes the vibrational modes influenced by N-H deuteration as predicted by DFT calculations. One can notice that theoretically none of these modes exhibit strong Raman activity. In particular, no N-H out-of-plane modes are predicted to be observable in the Raman spectrum. Fortuitously, the new IR experimental data give much more information on these modes. In the D 2h point group, only the B 1u , B 2u and B 3u symmetry modes are infrared active. These are the symmetries of the out-of-plane N-H bend (NH-OPB), the in-plane N-H bend (NH-IPB) and the antisymmetric N-H stretch modes respectively. DFT values reported in Table 5 indicate that these three kinds of modes (in u and g symmetries) should appear in three distinct spectral ranges 500-800 cm À1 , 800-1300 cm À1 and around 2500 (D)/3500 (H) cm À1 respectively. Table 4 summarizes the IR experimental isotopic shifts compared with DFT calculations, allowing a more complete description of these modes.
C Isotope shifts
1 N-H stretching modes. The antisymmetric N-H stretching mode has been identified at 3290 cm À1 in KBr pellets 12 and at 3273 cm À1 in Nujol. 12 This assignment has been supported by the observation of the N-D antisymmetric stretching at 2458 cm
À1
. Our matrix results also confirm this assignment with the N-H stretching mode of H 2 Pc observed in Ar (see Fig. 3 
. For a molecule such as HDPc with C 2v symmetry, the N-H and N-D bonds are inequivalent and both stretches are expected. Accordingly, the N-H stretch mode of HDPc is observed at 3337.1 cm À1 while the N-D stretch is at 2501.4 cm À1 . It is clear in Table 4 that the experimental and calculated shifts for the N-H stretching modes in H 2 Pc and HDPc are in very good agreement. The same can be said for the shift of the N-D stretching modes in HDPc and D 2 Pc. As previously mentioned, the symmetric N-H stretching vibration of H 2 Pc (the highest frequency fundamental mode) is predicted to be only very weakly Raman active but the present KBr spectra do show a weak band at 3343 cm À1 which could be identified as this stretching mode. Its location is indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4 . A slightly more pronounced band is observed in the Raman spectrum of D 2 Pc at 2504.7 cm
which can be assigned to the symmetric N-D stretching mode. This is in agreement with DFT results but the location of this N-D mode is in a spectral region where stronger combination and overtone bands render its identification difficult. As mentioned in Part A, DFT calculations reveal that the corresponding B 2u mode occurs at a higher frequency but with greatly reduced intensity. In H 2 Pc it is predicted at 1068.4 cm
(unscaled) and weaker by a factor of more than 20 relative to the most intense mode in the IR spectrum. The corresponding mode in D 2 Pc is located at 981.15 cm À1 (unscaled) but stronger by a factor of 4 than its H 2 Pc counterpart. The locations of these modes in Ar are indicated in Fig. 7 by the arrows (and numbered 3) while the stick spectra present the scaled (Â0.98) DFT-predictions. This band was found to exhibit the largest shift upon deuteration among the observed IPB modes. The agreement, evident in Fig. 7 , between experiment and theory for the isotope dependence of this mode is excellent. The N-D IPB mode of HDPc is located at 977.8 cm
, consistent with scaled DFT predictions, but the N-H IPB mode of HDPc (predicted at 1033 cm À1 with a very low intensity) is masked by an artefact of the difference method used in generating the spectrum shown. The most likely position of the mode of HDPc is indicated by the upward arrow on the left in Fig. 7 .
In a molecule as large as phthalocyanine, it is important to remember that the vibrational modes are strongly coupled and only the N-H (and N-D) stretching vibrations can be considered to be a pure motion. This coupling is the primary reason why so many different assignments of NH-OPB and NH-IPB modes have been made because attributing them to the experimentally observed modes is not direct. This difficulty is especially severe in the case of the N-H IPB modes. An indication of the strongly coupled nature of the N-H-bending modes is depicted in the vector diagrams presented in Fig. 9 . As a result, none of the mode correlations yield a n H /n D ratio larger than about 1. , which corresponds to the most pronounced deuteration effect in the ungerade NH IPB modes, is also predicted to have a vanishingly small IR activity.
Five of the N-H IPB modes reported in Table 5 are observed in IR matrix spectra of H 2 Pc, but only the four located at 1251.6, 1096.1, 1046.2 and 736.6 cm À1 in Ar are, with the help of DFT calculations (see Table 4 ), intense enough to be followed upon deuteration. The first of these is numbered (1) Table 2 at 888.9, 1025.5, 1081.4, 1190, and 1227.8 cm
while their unscaled DFT values are listed in Table 5 , which shifts to 549 cm À1 in D 2 Pc. However, as shown in Fig. 2 this spectral region is extremely complex in KBr spectra due to the presence of multiple bands, most of which are cluster related. In our matrix spectra, only a single H 2 Pc band clearly disappears in this region upon deuteration. As shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 6 ) is assigned to a B 3u mode and is nearly unshifted upon deuteration. It produces, as shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 6 ) at the lowest frequency in the H 2 Pc spectrum is another NH OPB mode. As reported in Table 5 it is affected by deuteration but in an unexpected way. This mode is predicted at 732 cm
(scaled) in D 2 Pc, i.e. at the same frequency as the B 3u mode, explaining the experimental broadening (or structure in N 2 ) of this band. A comparison of scaled (Â0.98) DFT frequencies is presented in Fig. 6 Table 5 . An analysis of this unexpected behaviour now follows.
4 Inverse isotope substitution effects. In order to correlate the complex frequency shifts of H 2 Pc and D 2 Pc, the DFT computed frequencies were generated by increasing the masses of the two central hydrogens from 1 to 2 amu in increments of 0.05 amu. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 12 for B 1u symmetry between 550 and 850 cm
. The correlations were made by visually inspecting the vector displacement diagrams, four of which are presented in the figure.
From the vector diagrams shown in Fig. 12 , it is evident that the purest N-H OPB modes in H 2 Pc is located at 778. 4 The last important avoided crossing evident in Fig. 12 is located near the mass 1 (H 2 Pc). In fact, while the 566 cm B 1u , B 2u , B 1g , B 2g symmetry groups). Whereas few crossings occur between masses 1 and 2 for OPB modes, the diagrams are much more complex for IPB modes, involving both large avoided crossings and traversal of un-coupled modes. In all cases where a n H /n D ratio of less than 1 occurs, it Table S2 (ESIw). is evident from the mode correlation diagrams that it results from avoided crossings. Moreover, the vector displacement diagrams reveal that in these cases, the direction of the N-H bending motion changes between the light and the heavy isotopomers.
V. Conclusions
The use of the low temperature, matrix-isolation technique provides narrow IR lines and spectra that are largely free of aggregate species compared with conventional sampling methods. It allows new assignments of the N-H In Plane Bending (NH-IPB) and N-H Out-of-Plane Bending (OPB) IR modes of free-base phthalocyanine. The assignments were confirmed by isotopic substitution with deuterium for the two central N-H bonds and by DFT calculations. The calculated frequencies are in very good agreement with the experimental values.
DFT calculations are an indispensable tool for band assignments and essential for predictions of non-observed vibrational modes. They are conducted on the three isotopomers of the free-base (H 2 Pc, HDP, and D 2 Pc) together with a metallophthalocyanine (ZnPc). An overview of the vibrations of these molecules is necessary to achieve global assignments and establish correlations between the modes of the four molecules. All the computational data, combined with IR and Raman experimental results, give a comprehensive overview of the vibrational behaviour of phthalocyanines, with a specific emphasis on the NH motion of the free-base molecule.
The NH stretching modes are confirmed to be well isolated from other motions of the Pc skeleton. Of the out-of-plane bending vibrations two modes, one of gerade symmetry the other ungerade, are clearly assigned to bands around 700 cm À1 for NH and around 500 cm À1 for ND.
The symmetries of these modes are specified in Table 5 , respectively, in rare gas matrices. The corresponding NH band of HDPc has been experimentally identified at 742 cm À1 , whereas theoretical results clearly show a less isolated NH bending motion in this isotopomer. In partial agreement with Zhang's results, 14 we find other OPB modes affected by H/D substitution.
Calculations established that previous assignments of the IR NH-IPB in H 2 Pc and D 2 Pc in KBr or Nujol were not correct. The present work leads only partly to the same conclusions as Zhang's calculations. The NH-IP bending modes are spread out over more than eight modes, four of which have been clearly identified in the matrix IR spectra. The others are predicted to be too weak to be observed. The IPB most affected modes by NH(D) motion are located between 750 and 1250 cm À1 for both IR and Raman modes. The largest observed n H /n D ratio for this kind of mode is 1.085 for the band at 1045 cm À1 in the IR spectrum of H 2 Pc in rare gas matrices. The small ratio arises as a result of the strong coupling it has with other modes and its ensuing dilution over these modes. Several N-H bending modes are predicted to exhibit the peculiar behaviour of having n H o n D in H/D substitution work. Only one of these, an OPB mode, is observed in the infrared in the 730 cm À1 region. This behaviour can be traced back to the avoided-crossing of these modes by the ''pure'' N-H OP bending mode. This unusual effect has been examined in a theoretical study involving a continuous change of the isotopic mass from H 2 Pc to D 2 Pc. A consequence of this frequency increase in the heavier isotopomer is that the direction of the N-D OP bend is reversed from the N-H OP bending. The spectral window between the C-H stretching and the N-H stretching modes (3100-3300 cm
À1
) was carefully examined in the low temperature matrix-IR spectra for evidence of the cis isomer of H 2 Pc, predicted by DFT calculations from the work of Strenalyuk et al. 27 to absorb in this region. One unaccounted band is located at 3104 cm À1 in Ar and using the scaling factor of 0.931 we found appropriate for the N-H stretch, it is close to the predicted value of 3094 cm À1 (unscaled 3323 cm
). However, as this band is only a partially resolved feature on the shoulder of the strongest C-H stretching mode of the dominant trans form, the existence of the unstable cis isomer cannot be identified in the present study. To examine this possibility adequately, one would propose working with H 2 Pc-d 16 but in addition, a means of increasing the content of the cis form must be utilised. A possible approach for enhanced isolation of the cis form involves electronic promotion of the interconversion of the two trans forms of H 2 Pc isolated at low temperatures.
The Raman spectra of H 2 Pc in KBr reveal, as presented in Fig. 13 , a striking resemblance with the fluorescence recorded by us for the same molecules isolated in rare gas and nitrogen matrices. 5, 10 The very evident similarities between the recorded Raman scattering and the matrix fluorescence spectra indicate the close correspondence between the vibrational levels accessed in these transitions. This behaviour can be understood when it is noted that the observed Raman modes all involve in-plane vibrations and it is known 9, 34 that the fluorescence lines involve gerade, and in-plane vibrational modes of the ground state, more precisely A 1g , A 2g , B 1g and B 2g modes for ZnPc and A g and B 1g modes for H 2 Pc. Since the selection rules for Raman scattering and S 1 -S 0 vibronic intensity distributions are very similar, the present Raman analysis will be very useful for band assignments of the emission spectra.
The ground state vibrational analysis conducted in this study is an essential precursor to understanding the transitions to and from the first excited electronic states. 35 no isotopic substitution results (either experimental or predicted) are available for the isotopomers HDTAP and D 2 TAP. This deficiency will be addressed by us in the near future as we plan to record the matrix IR spectra of H 2 TAP and perform DFT calculations of the isotopomers of this molecule.
